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T
HE PROPER ROLE of the political leader in the direction of a 
·nation's war effort is difficult to establish in theory. Clausewitz's
statement that "policy is the guiding intelligence and war only

the instrument .... No other possibility exists, then, than to subordinate 
the military point of view to the political," though of great theoretical 
significance, is of little use to anyone trying to formulate rules for decision 
making in twentieth-century warfare or to delineate responsibility for the 
determination of strategy.' If, as David Fraser has argued, "the art of 
strategy is to determine the aim, which is or should be political: to derive 
from that aim a series of military objectives to be achieved: to assess 
these objectives as to the military requirements they create, and the pre
conditions which the achievement of each is likely to necessitate: to 
measure available and potential resources against the requirements and 
to chart from this process a coherent pattern of priorities and a ratjonal 
course of action," the difficult question is how much of the deriving and 
assessing and measuring and charting falls within the political leader's 
purview and how much of it becomes a military function. 2 It is clear that 
this cannot be answered by any categorical formulation, even one that 
is invested with the authority of Clausewitz's name. 

Much the same can be said of the relationship between civilian and 
military authority at that moment in the process of war in which strategy 
is translated into operations. Sir Edward Spears has written with some 
asperity: 

The picture ... of ... civilians examining plans and maps and work
ing out the meaning of the vast number of orders based on these, 
issued by Army Groups and Armies to artillery of every description, 
to the air force, the cavalry, infantry, tanks, etc. is ridiculous .... 
Only one possessed of that most dangerous of disqualifications, an 
amateur's half-knowledge, would [suggest] that statesmen, innocent 
of all military training, [were] capable ... of estimating such things 

• Carl von Clausewitz, On War, ed. and trans. Michael Howard and Peter Paret, rev.
ed. (Princeton, 1984), 607. 

'David Fraser, Alanbrooke (London, 1982), 215. 
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as the firepower on their own side and the power of resistance of 
the enemy, the weight of the shock of the attacking infantry and its 
tactical dispositions, without any knowledge of the ground, of as
similating in fact ... the highly technical. staff-work which repre
sented many weeks of study by highly trained professionals.''3 

This is all very well, but one feels that it is overstated. All operations 
have political consequences. They can increase or diminish a nation's 
ability to achieve its goals; they can commit it unwisely to new and 
unforeseen objectives; they can, by failure of calculation or execution, 
discourage its allies or bring new support to the side of the enemy. If 
excessive meddling in operational planning and decision making by po
litical leaders can have disruptive consequences, inability or unwillingness 
on their part to exercise critical control over such plans and decisions 
runs the risk of placing in military hands powers that can jeopardize the 
national security for which the political leadership has 1..1timate respon
sibility. Here too, then, it is difficult to frame a theoretical definition of 
appropriate roles that is not so general as to be meaningless. 

In practice, these questions have been resolved by the interplay of 
such factors as the nature of the political system, the efficiency and 
prestige of the military establishment, and the character and personality 
of the political leader. In the two world wars of this century, the last of 
these has been the most important. 

I 

The case of Germany's first chancellor in the Great War, Theobald 
von Bethmann Hollweg, may serve as an extreme but by no means unique 
illustration of the difficulties that confronted the political leaders of all 
belligerent states in 1914. As soon as hostilities commenced, he found 
himself in a situation in which nearly all the political parties, the business 
community, a high proportion of the university professoriate, the bulk 
of the middle class, and significant portions of the working class were 
desirous of the most ambitious kind of territorial expansion and were 
sure that the war would make this possible. Simultaneously, he had to 
deal with a military establishment that had greater freedom from political 
control and a higher degree of public veneration than any similar body 
in the world. 

Judged from the standpoint of intelligence and administrative talent, 
Bethmann was certainly the best of Bismarck's successors, but he was 
also, as Gerhard Ritter has pointed out, "an intellectual who lacked a 
wholly secure instinct for power, ... who did not enjoy possessing it, 

, Edward Spears, Prelude to Victory (London, 1939), 377£. 
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and who [held on to office, only because he] regarded this as an iron 
responsibility in the service_ of the national state and the traditions of the 
Prussian-German monarchy."4 He was not a fighter, the kind of robust 
man of will who follows his own objectives without scruple or distraction. 
His natural diffidence disarmed him when he was opposed by arrogance 

and self-confidence, and in moments of crisis he was apt to be overcome 
by fatalism. 

It is therefore not surprising that in August 1914 Bethmann allowed 
himself to be overimpressed by the technical arguments of the soldiers 
and swept into a war that he had, in any case, convinced himself was all 
but inevitable. He had had no share in devising the strategical plan for 
the war, and he does not seem to have questioned openly its basic as
sumptions, that a massive enveloping movement in the West would knock 
France out of the war in six weeks and discourage the British from further 
participation, and that the bulk of German forces could then be turned 
eastward to relieve the Austrian holding operation and destroy the Rus
sian advance. 

What has to be said for Bethmann, however, is that, after the strategy 
of the First High Command had failed and the long stalemate in the 
trenches began, he strove valiantly to submit the war to rational control 
and to direct it to achievable ends. For a time it looked as if he might 
be successful. He denied Chief of Staff Falkenhayn's demands to be 
consulted on all matters of foreign policy that might conceivably affect 
operations in the field, a patent attempt to broaden the powers of the 
military at the expense of the chancellor. He won a signal victory over 
Tirpitz and the admirals in I 9 I 5, preventing the introduction of unlimited 
submarine warfare at that time. He used all of his persuasive powers to 
prevent the emperor from falling completely under the sway of the mil
itary and, until r 9 r 7, was not ineffective in this effort. 

He was less effective with respect to the annexationists, whose am
bitions he considered to be unrealistic and dangerous, since they threat
ened to broaden the scope of the war to a point where any peace by 
negotiation would become impossible. In the end, he became so concerned 
about this that he resorted to tactics that helped to undermine his own 
position. He conceived the idea of using the authority of the military 
against the expansionist lobbies, of finding a general who would support 
his own moderate course and would be popular enough to force the 
annexationists into line. He decided that he must persuade the emperor 
to dismiss Falkenhayn-whose popular support had seeped away during 
the wasting Verdun campaign-and to bring in Hindenburg, the hero of 

4 Gerhard Ritter, Staatskunst und Kriegshandwerk (Munich, 1964), 3:586. 
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Tannenberg, in his place. In an audience with William II in July 1916, 

he said flatly that Hindenburg must be made supreme commander at 
once. "This is a matter that involves the fate of the Hohenzollern dynasty. 
With Hindenburg he could make a compromise peace, without him he 
could not."5 A few weeks later, the emperor agreed, and the change was 
made. 

This proved to be a grave miscalculation. Hindenburg did not want 
a compromise peace, and neither did his first general quartermaster Erich 
Ludendorff, who proved to be more rabid about territorial acquisition 
than the annexationists themselves. Moreover, the chiefs of the new 
Supreme Command were not as easily barred from intervention in po
litical decisions as Falkenhayn had been. Before long, they were claiming 
and obtaining the right to be heard on all matters of high policy and 
were themselves urging courses of action that could not help but prolong 
and broaden the war. In November 1916, Ludendorff successfully de
feated the possibility of a negotiated peace with Russia by insisting that 
military needs required the creation of a satellite Kingdom of Poland out 
of Russian lands occupied by German troops since 1914, a decision that 
led to the fall of the peace party in St. Petersburg and kept the Russians 
in the war for another year. And not content with that, the Supreme 
Command, in the spring of 1917, called for the immediate inception of 
unlimited submarine warfare. 

Bethmann had fought staunchly against the expansion of submarine 
operations in 1915. This time his resistance was weaker, and in the end 
he· yielded. His reasons for doing so show the dilemma of the civilian 
statesman in wartime in all its cruelty. In the crucial Crown Council, 
Bethmann was surrounded by naval experts who brandished statistical 
tables and technical charts, all of which proved .that to loose the sub
marines would bring victory in a given number of months. He was not 
an intellectually arrogant man and, before this massive uniformed as
surance, he could not help but doubt his own instincts. He gradually 
convinced himself that the Admiralty might, after all, be right and gave 
way. This was doubtless an act of weakness, but Ritter has a point when 
he writes that it would have taken a person of wholly extraordinary will 
and self-confidence to oppose a course of action that was demanded by 
all of the responsible military leaders, as well as by the emperor, the 
Reichstag majority, and most politically aware Germans, including the 
Social Democrats.6 

Bethmann's capitulation on this issue was not enough to satisfy either 

, Ibid., 24 r. 
• Ibid., 383££.
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the Supreme Command, who were irritated at the chancellor's presump
tion in opposing their views on a matter of national security, or the 

annexationists, who knew that he still hoped for a compromise, and 

hence a "soft," peace. In the months that followed, these forces allied 
and launched an elaborate campaign against Bethmann's "flabbiness," 
insisting that the successful prosecution of the war would be impossible 
unless he were dropped. Their intrigues were successful, and the man 
who had striven to keep the war within rational limits was hounded from 
office. The striking thing about his fall is not the way in which it was 
accomplished but rather the fact that no voice was raised in his behalf. 
It was not only the soldiers and the business interests that brought Beth
mann down. Such future leaders of Weimar democracy as Matthias Erz
berger and Gustav Stresemann actively participated in the dirty maneu
vers that effected his dismissal; the Reichstag majority gave its approval, 
the Socialists were mute, and public opinion in general greeted the event 
with satisfaction, apparently convinced that Hindenburg and Ludendorff 
would bring them the total victory that they craved. 

In a striking corroboration of Clausewitz's insight that the successful 
prosecution of war depends upon the proper coordination of political 
leadership, armed forces, and the passions of the people, it was the 
disarticulation of these forces that defeated Bethmann. The combination 
of military self-confidence and public heedlessness nullified all attempts 
to coordinate Germany's political and military strategies rationally and 
to direct its operational planning to achievable ends. The result was a 
stubborn prolongation of the war that caused millions of needless cas
ualties, an ill-conceived offensive in 1918 that the country did not have 
the resources to support, and, in the end, defeat and revolution. 

II 

Although the British are supposed to be politically more sophisti
cated than the Germans and more firmly set against vesting authority in 
the military, the difference is hardly supported by their experience in the 
First World War. Indeed, it can be fairly said that the country's first 
wartime prime minister never tried as hard as Bethmann Hollweg did to 
see that war was used as an instrument of policy and that the great 
strategical issues remained under the control of the political leadership. 

H. H. Asquith was a gifted parliamentarian and a superb party 
leader, but he had neither the knowledge nor the energy to be a great 
war minister. A. J.P. Taylor has said of him that he "did not understand 
the great issues which the conduct of the war provoked. Though resolved 
on victory, he supposed that the only contribution that statesmen could 
make was to keep out of the way, while free enterprise supplied the arms 
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with which generals would win the battles."7 This was a curious attitude 
for a British statesman to take, for Great Britain was a sea power and, 
at war against predominantly land powers, it had strategical options, the 
choice between which could not, or should not, be made by the military 
alone. Asquith's diffidence about taking a firm line himself meant that 
the basic decisions that would affect the nature, locus, length, and fi
nancial and human cost of the conflict, and the future of the British 
Empire, would not be made logically and responsibly. Rather they would 
be haggled over in various ministries, committees, and staffs; compromise 
solutions would be found that pleased no one and proved to be ineffective 
(like the Dardanelles plan, which failed for lack of conviction, energy, 
and resources), and ultimately the country would drift into a strategical 
posture from which it was impossible to withdraw, whether it was ra
tionally supportable or not. 

This is pretty much what happened under Asquith's lax leadership 
in the first two years of the war. After much strategical backing and 
filling,· and the unhappy Dardanelles affair, the leadership of the army 
passed into the firm control of Douglas Haig and William Robertson, a 
combination that proved to be almost as impervious to civilian super
vision as the Hindenburg-Ludendorff team and which imposed a set of 
strategical concepts upon the country that were very nearly as fatal in 
their results as those of their German counterparts. Both Haig and Rob
ertson were "westerners"-that is, they believed that the war could be 
won only by killing Germans in Flanders, and they were prepared to 
accept the heavy loss in British casualties that this would entail. Under 
their leadership, the war became not one of movement but of attrition. 
As Roy Jenkins has written in his biography of Asquith, and his words 
are a judgment and a criticism of his subject, "In these circumstances, 
the job of the politician ceased to be that of looking for strategical 
alternatives and became concentrated upon supplying men and munitions 
for the slaughter."8 Unless one regards the bloodletting that went on at 
the Somme or at Arras as a rational use of war for an intelligible end 
(and it is difficult to do so), then one is forced to conclude that the prime 
minister had given up the effort to keep the war within the limits of 
reason long before Bethmann had done so, and that he had surrendered 
his proper functions to the soldiers, first to Kitchener, later to the duum
virate Robertson-Haig. 

Asquith was a shrewd politician, and it was probably his knowledge 
of the currents of public opinion, rather than personal lethargy, that 

?A. J.P. Taylor, Politics in Wartime (New York, 1965), 2.1. 
• Roy Jenkins, Asquith: Portrait of a Man and an Era (New York, 1964), 387.
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inspired this abdication. A few days before the outbreak of the war, he 
had written disdainfully in his diary: "There were large crowds peram
bulating the streets and cheering the King at Buckingham Palace, and 

one could hear the distant roaring as late as 1 or 1:30 in the morning. 
War or anything that seems likely to lead to war is always popular with 

the London mob .... How one loathes such levity!"9 

Once the war had started, the passions of the mob became more 
inflamed, and Asquith probably felt that any attempt to assert himself 
in strategical questions would meet with popular disapproval and lead 
to a governmental crisis. And, in any case, how could one really prove 
that the soldiers were wrong in their estimates of military possibilities? 
It was all so difficult to get at! On the first day of the battle of the Somme 
in July 1916, more than 1,000 officers and 20,000 men were killed, fatally 
wounded, or reported missing, and over 1,300 officers and 34,000 other 
ranks were wounded. Before the battle was over, the British had suffered 
420,000 casualties. These were impressive and daunting figures. Yet, 
when the government remonstrated with the commander in chief in 
France, Haig gave them the kind of answer that has been heard from 
many commanders on many occasions since 1916 and is always difficult 
for politicians to deal with� The Somme battle, he pointed out, had 
relieved pressure on other parts of the Allied line and had diverted enemy 
resources from other fronts. At the same time, by proving that Britain 
could mount an offensive in the main theater of war and drive the cream 
of German troops from their positions, it had had important psycholog
ical effects and had fortified the will to victory. Most important, the 
attacks had used up 30 percent of the enemy's divisions so that, in another 
six weeks, he "should be hard put to it to find men .... The maintenance 
of a steady offensive pressure will result eventually in his complete over
throw. "10 Who was to deny the validity of these confident assertions? 
Confronted with them, Asquith simply lapsed into tacit acquiescence. 

His successor as prime minister, David Lloyd George, had stronger 
convictions about strategy and a greater desire to bring logical direction 
to the war effort, but he suffered from the same fear of public disapproval 
or disavowal if he were to be too outspoken. He argued with the soldiers. 
He told Robertson, "I will not drive thousands to slaughter like cattle. 
For three years we have been promised victory in France and Belgium. 
What is there to show for this ceaseless battery? We must strike again 
at a soft front!"" When the army command nevertheless planned new 
offensives in Flanders, he muttered about "wild military speculation," 

• Ibid., 3 28.
'° E. L. Woodward, Great Britain and the War of r9r4-r9r8 (London, 1967), 148-49.
" Quoted by Robert Graves in The Observer, March 1, 1959.
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"insane enterprises," and "muddy and muddle-headed ventures," but he 
did not try to forbid the soldiers to go on squandering the nation's 
resources, nor did he urge their recall. As Leon Wolff has written, he 
knew all too well that "were Haig to be summarily dismissed, Robertson 
would quit in sympathy, and the entire country, Parliament, even the 
War Cabinet would hit the ceiling. Firing Haig would also imply that 
the Empire was losing the war, would encourage the enemy, and was 
certain to strike a heavy blow at Allied morale."12 With these thoughts 
in mind, and that of his own political future, Lloyd George did not insist 
too much, and the killing went on. 

In these circumstances, the idea of seeking a peace by negotiation 
got as short shrift in Britain as it did in Germany. In 1916, when Lord 
Lansdowne sent a memorandum to the cabinet, urging a vigorous search 
for opportunities for negotiation, Asquith was less interested in following 
up the idea than he was in preventing it from being leaked to the soldiers 
or the general public. A year later, Lansdowne took a more direct ap
proach and made his proposal public in a letter to the Daily Telegraph. 
It was received, in the words of his biographer, with "a flood of invective 
and an incredible mass of abusive correspondence which, though largely 
incoherent, was marked by a violence rare in English political life."13 

The Times, then owned by Lord Northcliffe, denounced Lansdowne with 
a quite exceptional lack of moderation, and the Rothermere and Hulton 
press chimed in to castigate his letter as "craven," "inept," and "inop
portune." Before this flood of denunciation, neither the Lloyd George 
government nor the Opposition had any desire to make the cause of 
negotiation its own. As in Germany, the soldiers, having already smoth
ered the issue of strategical alternatives, were allowed to carry the war 
in France to the ultimate in irrationality, with consequences hardly less 
drastic than those suffered by the enemy. 

III 

The experience of French political leaders came close in the first 
years of the Great War to duplicating that of their counterparts in Ger
many and Britain, and in the critical year 1917 France provided a quin
tessential illustration of civilian diffidence and capitulation before mili
tary expert opinion. In the last year of the war, however, the political 
leadership reasserted its authority, and, as a result, France enjoyed a 
degree of political-military collaboration in the direction of the war that 
was achieved in neither Britain nor Germany. 

"Leon Wolff, In Flanders Fields (New York, 1958), 184. 
"Lord Newton, Lord Lansdowne: A Biography (London, 1929), 468. 
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France started the war with what amounted to a military dictator-

ship, for reasons noted by Jere King: 

That France had been no better equipped to meet the problems of 
a democracy at war was due to a complex of historic circumstances. 
The great prestige which the military had enjoyed for centuries gave 
them an advantage over the civilians at the outset of the war. The 
very idea of the 'sacred union' was chiefly to the benefit of conser
vatives, of which the military were a most important part. Criticizing 
the command would have been considered disloyal-if not down
right treasonable-during the crucial weeks of August and Septem
ber 1914. The government and Parliament deferred to the command, 
thus carrying out popular expectation. A short war was anticipated, 
and only a temporary overshadowing of the civilian power.r4 

But France - also had a revolutionary tradition and an expectation 
that its generals would be successful or would be replaced. The incon
clusive battle of the Marne and the coming of the war of attrition aroused 
enough doubts about French commanders to prevent the ascendancy of 
the military chiefs from becoming as pronounced as it was in either 
Germany or Britain. The emergence of a really successful general, another 
Napoleon, might have made a difference. Even as late as 1917, the po
litical leaders were cautious in dealing with potential Napoleons, and the 
generals retained sufficient authority to have their way in operational 
matters, as was tragically demonstrated in April of that year at a con
ference in Compiegne. At this meeting the President of the Republic, 
Raymond Poincare, the Prime Minister Ribot, and the War Minister 
Painleve reviewed the plan of General Nivelle for another great offensive 
against the German lines. They had no faith in his project. They had the 
authority to forbid it. Yet they were incapable of pointing out its failings 
or suggesting alternatives and hence were impotent to block it. Sir Edward 
Spears has written, "The Cabinet was hobbled by its lack of technical 
knowledge and fettered by public opinion, which, aware of its ignorance 
in military matters, would have been intolerant of civil intrusion into the 
military sphere. [The conference] epitomizes the terrible disability from 
which democracies, even when fighting for their existence, are unable to 
free themselves. What this weakness in the supreme direction of the war 
cost the Allies in lives and money can never be computed."rs 

The disaster that resulted from the conference, however, prevented 
the French from following the example of the other countries discussed 

'• Jere King, Generals and Politicians (Berkeley, 1951), 242. 
'5 Spears, Prelude to Victory, 377. 
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here. The doubts of the civilians were more than justified. In the first ten 
days of the Nivelle offensive, 34,000 troops died in the field, 90,000 
were wounded, of whom a good percentage died, and 20,000 were miss
ing. Before long the whole French army was wracked with mutiny, and 
public sympathy had turned decisively against the military establishment. 
In the resultant shakeup, the man who emerged to direct the war effort 
was Georges Clemenceau. 

This odd mixture of cynical condottiere from the parliamentary wars 
of the 1880s and 1890s and impassioned patriot was no great admirer 
of the military. Upon assuming office, he made it clear that he regarded 
war as too serious a matter to be left in the hands of the generals. While 
having no compunction about making his own views felt in all fields of 
military administration and on operational questions as well, he treated 
military ventures into the poJitical realm with brutality. "Taisez-vous!"

he snapped at Marshal Foch at a meeting of the Supreme War Council 
in London in March 1918. "I speak for France here!"16 Clemenceau had 
all the political skill necessary to rally parliamentary support behind his 
sometimes willful self-assertiveness, and he acquired (largely from his 
military aide General Mordacq) the kind of expertise necessary to enable 
him to speak with authority on questions of strategical and tactical choice, 
so impressing Lord Alfred Milner with the clarity and force of his views 
that in March 1918 the British statesman proposed that Clemenceau be 
made generalissimo of the Allied armies. 17 

The French premier had perhaps too great a sense of his own lim
itations to encourage this plan, but this in no wise diminished his par
amount authority in the direction of the French war effort in 1918. 
Among the achievements attributed to him by Mordacq are the reor
ganization of the War Ministry, the abolition of many military sinecures 
and useless commissions, the selection of new and energetic troop com
manders; the reorganization of the general staff on a logical basis, the 
revitalization of the French structures of command in Italy and Salonika, 
and a great expansion of tank and armored car production. 18 More 
important than any of these, certainly, was his reaction to the shattering 
impact of the German spring offensive of 1918. The strategical disarray 
in Allied councils that Ludendorff's hammer blows effected convinced 
Clemenceau that a continuation of the dual leadership of Petain and Haig 
would lead inevitably to the loss of the war. He became the most deter
mined and persuasive advocate of a unified command under Foch, and 

'
6 C. Bugnet, Rue St. Dominique et GHQ (Paris, 1937), 2.73.

'7 On all of this, see Harvey A. DeWeerd, "Churchill, Lloyd George, Clemenceau," in 
Makers of Modern Strategy, ed. Edward Mead Earle (Princeton, 1943), 303. 

'
8 General Jean Jules Mordacq, Le Ministere Clemenceau (Paris, 1930), 2.:363-67. 
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his success in carrying this through and his insistence, once the momen

tum of the German offensive began to wane, upon coordinated attacks

against the German lines of communication were major contributions to 
the Allied strategic offensive of July-November 1918.r9 

There is no doubt that the enhanced role of the political leader in 

directing the war in France was influenced by the fact that public opinion 
was more volatile and critical than in Germany and Britain, and by the 
additional fact no French general possessed the charisma of Hindenburg 
or Haig. But greater than these factors was the accident of personality: 
it was ·clemenceau's willpower that impressed itself upon his contem
poraries and commanded their cooperation or obedience. 

IV 

In the final volume of his war memoirs, David Lloyd George, re
flecting upon the general course of civil-military relations in the various 
belligerent nations, wrote: "Looking back on this devastating war and 
surveying the part played in it by statesmen and soldiers respectively in 
its direction, I have come definitely to the conclusion that the former 
showed too much caution in exerting their authority over the military 
leaders."20 That this was far less true in the Second World War will 
become clear from the three examples that follow, in each of which it is 
again the accident of personality that supplies the explanation, although 
the constitutional framework in which authority was exercised was not 
of negligible importance. 

Adolf Hitler, to take our first example, was the supreme political 
authority in his country, by virtue of his double role as chancellor (an 
office to which the powers of the former Reichsprasident had been added 
in August 19 34) and uncontested leader of Germany's only political party, 
the others having been eliminated, with all other potentially dissident 
elements, in the process of Gleichschaltung in the years 1933-1934. His 
authority over the army was firmly established by the oath of allegiance 
that all officers and other ranks had, ever since August 1934, made to 
him personally as leader of the German Reich and Volk and supreme 
commander of the Wehrmacht and by the reorganization of the command 
of the armed forces in February 1938, which established a Supreme 
Wehrmacht Command (OKW) under his direct authority. In December 
1941, Hitler made his command over army operations even more im
mediate by dismissing General von Brauchitsch as commander in chief 
of the army (OKH) and taking over his duties, explaining to the OKH 

'9 Ibid., esp. pp. 308ff. 
10 David Lloyd George, War Memoirs (London, 1933-37), 6:3421. 
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chief of staff that "the trifles" of operational leadership were something 
that "anyone could perform."u 

In these circumstances, there was no possibility of military domi
nation of the strategical decision-making process. The question became 
rather whether and how far the Fuhrer could concede to his OKW and 
OKH operations staffs the role of strategical advisor. It rapidly became 
apparent that he was little inclined to think in terms of a genuine col
laboration. General Alfred Jodl, chief of the OKW operations staff said 
in a memorandum dictated to his wife during the Nuremberg trials: 

Hitler was willing to have a working staff that translated his deci
sions into orders which he would then issue as Supreme Commander 
of the Wehrmacht, but nothing more. The fact that even men like 
Frederick the Great would have their own thoughts and decisions 
tested and re-examined against the often contradictory ideas of their 
generals made no difference to Hitler, who resented any form of 
counsel regarding the major decisions of the war. He did not care 
to hear any other points of view; if they were even hinted at, he 
would break into short-tempered fits of enraged agitation. 22 

Already pronounced before the war (it was after the success of his 
Rhineland coup in March 19 3 6 that he said, "I go my way with the 
assurance of a sleep-walker"), Hitler's mystical conviction of his infal
libility as the leader of his country's march to world power was enhanced 
by the successes of his strategy in 1939 and 1940. As Jodi testified, 

The man who succeeded in occupying Norway before the very eyes 
of the British fleet with its maritime supremacy, and who with nu
merically inferior forces brought down the feared military power of 
France like a house of cards in a campaign of forty days, was no 
longer willing, after these successes, to listen to military advisers 
who had previously warned him against such over-extensions of his 
military power. From that time on, he required of them nothing 
more than the technical support necessary to implement his deci
sions, and the smooth functioning of the military organization to 
carry them out. 23 

In fact, this self-confidence was nothing more than an advanced form of 
megalomania. Hitler's strategical gifts, once he turned to actual opera-

,, Generaloberst Franz Halder, Kriegstagebuch, ed. Hans-Adolf Jacobsen (Stuttgart, 
1962), 3:354, 356-59; Hitler als Feldherr (Munich, 1949), 15, 45. 

» Percy Ernst Schramm, Hitler: The Man and the Military Leader, trans. and ed. Donald
S. Detweiler (Chicago, 1971), 198.

,, Ibid.
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tions, were limited and guided by no realistic assessment of capabilities

and costs. 
Hitler's grand strategical plan for Germany's future has been well 

described by Andreas Hillgruber. 24 Limned for the first time in the long
unknown book of 1928, Hitler's dream was to make Germany the dom
inant world power, first, by the conquest and consolidation of Europe 
and Russia, preferably with the benevolent neutrality of Great Britain, 
and then at a later date, after colonial bases had been acquired and a 
powerful navy built, by a war-perhaps in alliance with Great Britain
against ·the only power that could still threaten Germany, the United 
States of America. 

Toward the completion of the first stage of this ambitious program, 
Hitler made remarkable progress in the years from 1933 to 1939, initially 
by means of a dazzling display of diplomatic virtuosity, by which he 
succeeded in hiding his real objectives from the Western powers while 
skillfully exploiting all of their differences and distractions, and then, 
after the spring of 19 3 8, by an adroit combination of military and political 
pressures. It is by no means certain that he had exhausted the possibilities 
of this strategy of mixed means by the fall of 1939, when he seems to 
have decided that victories won without the direct application of German 
military might were not satisfying enough. It is evident, however, that 
once he abandoned the political weapon and chose to seek his objectives 
by the sword alone, his strategical gifts soon proved inadequate to solve 
the problems he created for himself. 

This became abundantly clear as early as June 1940, that is, at the 
very moment when General Keitel was hailing the victor over Scandi
navia, the Low Countries, and France as "the greatest commander of all 
times." The OKW chief might more accurately have described his Fuhrer 
as a strategical bankrupt, for the fact that Great Britain refused to sur
render as France had done disrupted his grand design, and he had no 
plan for resolving the difficulties that this posed. Field Marshal Erich von 
Manstein wrote after the war that Hitler was always so confident that 
his force of will would be able to overcome any possible obstacle to his 
desires that he forgot that the enemy possesses a will too. 25 Now this 
awkward truth confronted him for the first time, adding a dimension to 
the war that he did not understand and could not master. The effect 
upon his strategy was disturbing and permanent. From now on, it was 
marked increasingly by impatience, by plans that were ill-conceived, im-

'4 Andreas Hillgruber, Hitlers Strategie: Politik und Kriegfuhrung r940-r94r (Frankfurt 
am Main, 1965) and "Der Faktor Amerika in Hitlers Strategie 1938-1941," in Hillgruber, 
Deutsche Grossmacht-und Weltpolitik im 19, und 20. Jahrhundert (Diisseldorf, 1977). 

,, Erich von Manstein, Verlorene Siege (Bonn, 1955), 305ff. 
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plemented without conviction, and then abandoned, by profligacy in the 
use of human and material resources, and by an impulsive willfulness 
that had disastrous results.26 

The extraordinary !ability of Hitler's thinking in the second half of 
1940 is indicative of his lack of a clear sense of direction. The plan for 
an assault on the British Isles was slipshod in conception and the air 
offensive upon which it depended ill-designed for the objectives it sought 
to gain. There are indications that Hitler was never very deeply committed 
to Operation Sea Lion in any case, since, as early as July, he was letting 
his highest commanders know that the key to ending Britain's partici
pation in the war was Russia, which might have to be destroyed first. In 
October, when it was dear that the aerial bombardment of Britain was 
not sufficiently effective, he was off on another tack and was holding 
conferences with Mussolini, Petain and Laval, and Franco in an effort 
to induce them to join in a series of attacks to cut Britain's Mediterranean 
line of communications completely; and in the same month he was ac
tually considering trying to talk the Russians into an offensive against 
British holdings in the Middle East. Hitler's staff planners in the OKH 
had good reason to be bewildered by their master's continual changes 
of front, since they had, in the course of five months, been ordered to 
draw up plans for Sea Lion, the capture of Gibraltar, the Azores, and 
the Canaries, the defense of the Finnish nickel mines, the support of the 
Italians in North Africa, and the invasion of Russia. 27 

Clarity came at the end of the year, after Foreign Minister Molotov's 
visit to Berlin in November convinced Hitler that the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
had outlived its usefulness and that the time had come for the long
desired assault upon the Soviet Union. As the detailed planning for Op
eration Barbarossa got under way, however, the more prescient of Hitler's 
staff had some difficulty in understanding what its strategical purpose 
was to be, and the OKH chief of staff Halder became increasingly fearful, 
as his diary reveals, lest military objectives be subordinated to ideological 
ones, and the destruction of the Bolshevik system and the extermination 
of the Jews take priority over a Clausewitzian strategy of seeking the 
most expeditious means of weakening the enemy's will to continue the 
struggle. 28 

That there was reason for such concern became abundantly clear 

16 These sentences repeat what I have said in Germany, 1866-1945 (Oxford and New 
York, 1978), 721. 

17 Barry A. Leach, German Strategy against Russia, 1939-1941 (Oxford, 1973), 78£. 
18 Halder, Kriegstagebuch, 2:261, 320, 336. That a large proportion of the army lead

ership did not worry about such distinctions is shown by Jurgen Forster in his essay in 
Das Deutsche Reich und der Zweite W eltkrieg, ed. Militargeschichtliches Forschungsamt, 
vol. 4; Angriff auf die Sowjetunion (Stuttgart, 1983). 
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once the attack was begun in June 1941, and the campaigns of 1941 and 
1942 in Russia were marked by bitter but unavailing attempts by the 
soldiers to persuade Hitler to recognize the importance of coherence and 
consistency. It has been argued that the German armies failed to take 
Moscow in 1941 because of the delays caused by the campaigns in Yu
goslavia and Greece, which were necessary to eliminate a potential danger 
to the German right flank; but this overlooks the more serious loss of 
time that was spent between July and September on debates over the 
missions of the three German army groups in Russia and the question 
of priority among them. Both Jodi and Halder favored concentrating 
upon the capture of Moscow, not only because it was the capital of the 
Soviet Union but because the Russians would defend it with all of their 
resources and thus provide an opportunity for the destruction of their 
military strength. Hitler shied away from this solution, insisting at various 
times that Leningrad was his chief goal or that it was essential to capture 
the Donets Basin and immobilize the Crimea and end its threat to the 
Romanian oil fields. He indignantly rejected a Brauchitsch-Halder mem
orandum of August 18, 1941, in which they argued for an immediate 
drive on Moscow before the approaching winter made it impossible, and 
scathingly described the OKH as being filled with minds that were "fos
silized" in obsolete theory, 29 an insult that led Halder to suggest · to 
Brauchitsch that they submit their resignations. It was not until September 
30, after the southern armies had taken Kiev, that Hitler authorized the 
advance upon the Soviet capital, and the long delay proved fatal to the 
enterprise. 

The same kind of nervous vacillation characterized Hitler's conduct 
of the 1942 campaign. Instead of resuming the attack on Moscow, the 
Fuhrer declared in April that the principal thrust would be made in the 
south with the aim of destroying units of the Red Army in the Don Basin 
and then seizing the oil fields of the Caucasus. Concern over the Reich's 
shortages of fuel gave some plausibility to this operational plan, but once 
it was put into effect in late June Hitler again showed his tendency to 
be diverted by local opportunities and to sacrifice strategical goals for 
tactical succesess. A fateful example of this is provided by his War Di
rective no. 45 of July 23, which split his southern forces, ordering Army 
Group B, commanded by General Maximilian von W eichs, to move on 
the city of Stalingrad, while Army Group A under Field Marshal Wilhelm 
List-weakened by the loss of two armored divisions that had been 
detached and sent to Weichs's Sixth Army and most of the Eleventh Army 
in the Crimea, which had been reassigned to the siege of Leningrad-

2• Trumbull Higgins, Hitler and Russia (New York, 1966), 156. 
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was expected to cross the lower Don and the Kerch Strait from the Crimea 
and penetrate the Caucasus.3° 

This was a prescription for disaster. Halder wrote in his diary, "The 
chronic tendency to underrate enemy capabilities is gradually assuming 
grotesque proportions and develops into a positive danger. Serious work 
is becoming impossible here. This so-called leadership is characterized 
by a pathological reacting to the impressions of the moment."3' Indeed, 
Hitler's disposition of his now seriously diminished resources and his 
choice of objectives were increasingly determined by willfulness and vol
atility of mood: the names Leningrad and Stalingrad appeared to exercise 
a baleful attractiveness out of all proportion to their strategical impor
tance; as the Fiihrer's difficulties mounted, his designs became more 
grandiose and unrealistic; and he became ever more irrational in his 
reaction to setbacks, squandering resources out of obstinate blindness to 
facts or for reasons of prestige. The refusal to allow Paulus's Sixth Army 
to break out of Stalingrad while there was still time to do so and-in 
another theater of war-the decision to go on reinforcing the bridgehead 
in Tunisia with troops and equipment long after its fall was predictable 
were signs of a strategical judgment in disarray. 

The decision to declare war upon the United States in December 
1941, after the Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor, is more difficult to 
explain. A reading of Hitler's speech to the Reichstag on December ro, 
with its long passages of personal abuse and vituperation of President 
Franklin Roosevelt, lends some credence to the view that the action was 
motivated by the Fiihrer's long-bottled-up resentment of Roosevelt's pro
British actions in the Atlantic in 1940 and 1941. A desire to demonstrate 
solidarity with the Japanese in the hope that they might still be induced 
to attack the Soviet Far Eastern provinces doubtless played a part also. 
But it is just as likely that Hitler took this critical step for the sake of 
the gesture alone and its effect upon the German people and because he 
knew that it could do no harm: that is, he realized that he must win the 
war in Russia in 1942, and that if he did so there was nothing that the 
United States could do to prevent his winning the global mastery that he 
desired; if he did not, Germany's doom was certain, and deserved. 

"Earlier than any other person in the world," Jodi wrote in his 
Nuremberg memorandum, "Hitler sensed and knew that the war was 
lost." After the catastrophe at Stalingrad, Rommel's defeat at El Alamein, 
and the Allied landings at Casablanca, Oran, and Algiers, the momentum 
of the war had shifted to the enemy's side, and, in Jodi's words, Hitler's 

,0 Ibid., 209-210. 
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"activity as a strategist was essentially ended. From then on, he intervened 
more and more frequently in operational decisions, often down to matters 
of tactical detail, in order to impose with unbending will what he thought 
the generals simply refused to comprehend: that one had to stand or fall, 
that each voluntary step backwards was an evil in itself."P The war now 
attained the ultimate in irrationality, with Germany's commanding gen
erals reduced, as one of them said, to the status of "highly paid NCOs" 
and the Fiihrer giving the orders in every sector of every front and insisting 
that willpower was enough to triumph over superior numbers and 
equipment. 

It was a kind of warfare best characterized in the words of one of 
Paulus's subordinates in Stalingrad, who described the orders to fight 
and die in place as "not only a crime from a military point of view but 
a criminal act as regards our responsibility to the German nation." But 
then Hitler, to whom the war had always been a personal drama, had 
never had a very highly developed sense of that kind of responsibility, 
and perhaps, at bottom, that was his greatest deficiency as a strategist. 

V 

One could never say the same of Winston Churchill, whose thinking 
was deeply influenced, in the first place, by his memory of what the losses 
of the First World War had meant to his country and a determination 
that the defeat of Hitler should not be won at the same cost and, in the 
second, by an awareness of the kind of problems that would have to be 
faced after victory was achieved. In consequence, his strategical ideas 
had a more emphatically political cast than was true, as we shall see in 
due course, in the case of his friend and ally in Washington, Franklin 
Roosevelt. 

Of all the political leaders of the major belligerents in the Second 
World War, Churchill had the greatest experience in war. Commissioned 
in the 4th Hussars in 1895, he had within eight years seen fighting in 
Cuba, the northwest frontier of India, the Sudan, and South Africa, either 
as a combatant or as a war correspondent. Elected to the House of 
Commons at the age of twenty-five, he made his name first as a cogent 
critic of military budgets and later as a vigorous advocate ot naval con
struction, the change of heart coinciding with his translation in 19n 
from the post of Home Secretary in Asquith's Liberal cabinet to that of 
First Lord of the Admiralty. During the Great War, he was an energetic 
First Lord, boldly resorting in 1914 to the use of Britain's amphibious 
capability to prevent German capture of the Channel ports and, a year 

i
2 Schramm, Hitler, 203£. 
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later, becoming a powerful champion of the plan to take the Dardanelles 
and drive Turkey out of the war. When the failure of this operation led 
to a cabinet shakeup and the loss of his position, he went back to the 
army and was given command of the 6th Royal Scots Fusiliers, earning 
the praise of his superiors. He returned reluctantly to Parliament in the 
spring of 1916 when it became apparent that he could not expect a 
brigade when Haig became commander in chief.33 In the last year of the 
war, Lloyd George appointed him as minister of munitions, over the 
objections of those who still held him responsible for the failure at the 
Dardanelles. 

This varied experience had two sharply different effects upon 
Churchill's thinking about war and its management. In the first place, 
his memory of the unhappy results of the loose and redundant committee 
system of the Asquith-Kitchener days led him, as soon as he became 
prime minister in 1940, to introduce structural changes that sharply 
centralized government operations and had the effect of making him both 
head of government and supreme commander of the armed forces. Work
ing through a small War Cabinet, he formed under it a Defence Com
mittee (Operations) consisting of the deputy prime minister, the three 
service ministers and, later, the foreign secretary, with. other ministers 
attending when necessary and the chiefs of staff always present. Within 
the new Ministry of Defence, whose leadership he also assumed, the 
chiefs of staff formed a "combined battle headquarters," which met daily 
in Churchill's presence or that of his deputy defence minister, General 
Ismay. The minister of defence had direct authority over both the Joint 
Planning Committee and the Joint Intelligence Committee, as well as over 
a Joint Planning Staff that was independent of the separate service min
istries and met, under Ismay's chairmanship, in the War Cabinet Secre
tariat. As the war continued, the concentration of power in the hands of 
Churchill and the chiefs of staff gradually excluded both the War Cabinet 
and Parliament from any effective role in the formulation of strategy, a 
fact that occasioned intermittent protests and complaints, which were, 
however, rendered ineffective by the system's proven efficiency. The co
ordinated staff planning that it made possible was far superior to anything 
produced by its American counterpart, as the Americans learned to their 
discomfiture at the Arcadia, Casablanca, and Trident conferences in 1942 
and 1943. Ronald Lewin has written that "the embodiment in Churchill 
of both political and military authority provided the keystone for a new 
High Command structure which proved to be the most efficient central 

H Basil Liddell Hart, "The Military Strategist," in A. J.P. Taylor, Robert Rhodes James, 
J. H. Plumb, Basil Liddell Hart, and Anthony Shore, Churchill Revised (New York, 1962), 
197. See also Ronald Lewin, Churchill as Warlord (New York, 1973), 13.
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system for running a war ever evolved, either in Great Britain or any

other country. "34 

For the first two years of Churchill's tenure of power, much of the 

energies of the chiefs of staff had to be directed toward restraining the
impetuosity of the system's creator and toward trying to maintain a 
tolerable working relationship between him and the commanding gen
erals in the field. For, if the Great War had taught Churchill a good deal 
about effective organization for the direction of the war effort, it had 
also left him with a low regard for professional soldiers that comported 
ill with-his boundless confidence in his own military judgment and in his 
talent for strategical and tactical decisions. Since he was also a robust 
and combative personality who had no patience with the systematic and 
unexciting aspects of operational command and was further endowed 
with a powerful imagination that dismayed practitioners who were forced 
to have a scrupulous regard for the relationship between means and ends, 
conflict between him and his commanders was inevitable. Field Marshal 
Archibald Wavell once said that Churchill "never realized the necessity 
for full equipment before committing troops to battle. I remember his 
arguing that, because a comparatively small number of mounted Boers 
had held up a British division in 1899 and 1900, it was unnecessary for 
the South African Brigade to have much more equipment than rifles before 
taking the field in 1940. In fact, I found that Winston's tactical ideals 
had to some extent crystallized in the South African War. His fertile brain 
was always inventive or receptive of new tactical ideas and weapons, but 
I do not think that right up to the end he ever understood the admin
istrative side of war; he always accused commanders of organizing 'all 
tail and no teeth'." 3 s 

Because he suspected his generals of lacking enterprise and aggressive 
spirit, Churchill deluged them with streams of orders, memoranda, and 
directives on matters that were really their business rather than his own. 
On August 16, 1940, for instance, to the astonishment of Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff Sir John Dill and Major-General Sir John Kennedy, 
director of military operations, he sent a directive for the conduct of the 
campaign in the Middle East that was virtually an operations order, 
including detailed tactical instructions, down to the forward and rear 
distribution of battalions, and giving minutely detailed orders for the 
employment of forces36-the very kind of supersession of the authority 
of the field commander to which Hitler was prone in the last stages of 

34 Gordon Wright, The Ordeal of Total War (New York, 1968), 238f.; Lewin, Churchill, 
32. 

"John Connell, Wavell: Soldier and Statesman (London, 1964), 256. 
36 R. W. Thompson, Generalissimo Churchill (New York, 1973), 100. 
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the war. He was constantly on the watch for signs of faint-heartedness 
on the part of his generals, and, in April 1941, learning from Kennedy 
tht Wavell had a plan for withdrawal from Egypt if it should be forced 
upon him, shouted in rage, "Wavell has 400,000 men! If they lose Egypt, 
blood will flow! I will have firing parties to shoot the generals!" and
when Kennedy protested that every prudent general must have such a 
plan-"This comes as a flash of lightning to me. I never heard such ideas! 
War is a contest of wills! It is pure defeatism to speak as you have done !"37 

There is no doubt that Great Britain was well served by Winston 
Churchill's indomitable spirit in the grim years of 1940 and 1941, and 
that his defiance of odds that would have daunted most men not only 
sustained the courage of his own countrymen _but won the admiration 
and the material support of the people of the United States as well. Even 
so, his combativeness exacted a price, and his eagerness to get at the 
enemy wherever an opportunity to do so presented itself led to a serious 
muddling of priorities. The decision to go to the aid of Greece in March 
1941, without any rational estimation of how grav�ly this would drain 
the strength of the Middle East Command and how slight the chances 
of success, seems in retrospect to have been an almost frivolous exercise 
in gallantry, and Churchill's responsibility for the resultant debacle is not 
palliated by the fact that Dill and Wavell, against their better judgment, 
concurred in the decision. And Churchill's later fascination with Rommel, 
which was doubtless due to his penchant for seeing the conflict in terms 
of individual combatants, led him to elevate the position of Egypt in 
Britain's list of strategic priorities from fourth place (after the security 
of the home islands, Malaya, and the Cape of Good Hope) to second 
and to declare, in a directive issued without consulting the chiefs of staff, 
that its loss would be second only to successful invasion and final con
quest, a conclusion with which the DMO Kennedy violently disagreed.38 

Nor was this merely the rhetoric of the moment. It influenced Churchill's 
views on the allocation of resources; it deprived Malaya, in particular, 
of needed reinforcement; it led to the fall of Singapore, an event that 
went a long way toward advancing that dissolution of the British Empire 
over which Churchill had vowed he would not preside. 

After Sir Alan Brooke succeeded Dill as CIGS, Churchill's forays 
into the operational field were gradually limited, for Brooke was more 
willing than his predecessor to resist notions that he thought were dan
gerous and was cunning enough to keep from the prime minister's at
tention matters that he thought might have an excitable effect upon his 

,1 Connell, Wavell, 4:z.r. 
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stormy temperament. "The more you tell that man about the war," he 
said to Kennedy after radically reducing a minute to Churchill, "the more 
you hinder the winning of it."39 At the same time, the entrance of the 
United States into the war, which took place in the same month as 
Brooke's appointment, marked the opening of a new phase in which the 
most important requirement was effective joint strategical planning, and 
Churchill's response to this challenge was flawed by none of the impul

siveness and lack of measure that he had shown in 1940 and 1941.
Tnanks to the special relationship that the prime minister had es

tablished with Franklin Roosevelt from the very beginning of the war, 
which was fostered at the outset by their common interest in naval af
fairs, 40 a certain amount of contingency planning had been accomplished 
even before the United States became a belligerent. Thus, Anglo-American 
staff talks were held in Washington from January 29 to March 29, 1941 
to determine "the best methods by which the armed forces of the United 
States and the British Commonwealth . . .  could defeat Germany and the 
Powers allied with her, should the United States be compelled to resort 
to war.". These ABC-1 talks had been guided by the conclusions of an 
earlier American memorandum of chief of naval operations Admiral 
Harold Stark that, in the event of war, the United States would adopt 
an offensive posture in the Atlantic as an ally of Great Britain and a 
defensive one in the Pacific. 41 

The American mood after Pearl Harbor, however, aroused concern 
in Churchill's mind lest this order of priorities be reversed, and he resolved 
to go to Washington at once ''with the strongest team of expert advisers 
who could be spared. . . .  to persuade the President and the American 
Service chiefs that the defeat of Japan would not spell the defeat of Hitler, 
but that the defeat of Hitler made the finishing off of Japan merely a 
matter of time and trouble."42 As it happened, his fears were groundless. 
At the Arcadia Conference in Washington in January 1942, the concept 
of "Germany first" was reaffirmed, as was the continuation of a bombing 
campaign, a blockade, and measures of subversion to weaken Germany 

39 Major General Sir John Kennedy, The Business of War (London, 1957), 108. lt should 
be noted that Churchill continued to be excessively critical of his commanders in the field 
and that Brooke, after listening to his abuse of Montgomery and Alexander in July 1944, 
"flared up and asked him if he could not trust his generals for five minutes instead of 
continuously abusing and belittling them" (Fraser, Alanbrooke, 442). 
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until major landings could take place somewhere in western Europe, 
presumably in 1943. No positive proposals were made for the Pacific 
beyond the establishment of a supreme command (ABDA) for all allied 
forces operating in the area from Burma to the China Sea, a plan that 
soon proved to be unworkable. 

On the voyage to America in Duke of York, Churchill composed a 
series of papers that came close to justifying Ismay's statement that "in 
his grasp of the broad sweep of strategy [he] stood head and shoulders 
above his professional advisers," and that embodied what came to be 
the basic assumptions of British strategy for the next two years.43 He 
recognized the limited capabilities of the Allies in the immediate future. 
"Hitler's failures and losses in Russia are the prime facts in the War at 
this time." The most favorable areas for Anglo-American action were on 
the Atlantic sea lanes and in the air, to maintain supply lines and inhibit 
German production, and in the northern African theater. The main of
fensive action in 1942 should be "the occupation of the whole of the 
North and West African possessions of France, ... further control by 
Britain of the whole North African shore from Tunis to Egypt, thus giving, 
if the naval situation allows, free passage through the Mediterranean to 
the Levant and the Suez Canal." Planning should simultaneously be made 
for landings, in the summer of 1943, in Sicily and Italy, as well as in 
Scandinavia, the Low Countries, France, and the Balkans, the actual 
choice of several specific targets to be deferred until later. He made clear 
his belief that the war could only be won "through the defeat in Europe 
of the German armies or through internal convulsions in Germany." He 
envisaged an invasion army of forty armored divisions, covered by com
mand of the sea and superior air power, with their way prepared by an 
intensive bombing offensive.44 

This was, in fact, the strategy that was followed by the Allies in 
1942 and 1943, although there were, along the way, stormy scenes with 
the American chiefs of staff, who, after joint consultation with the British 
in April, thought that they had persuaded them to agree to a cross
Channel invasion in 1943 (and even in 1942, if the Russians seemed on 
the point of collapse) and who suspected them of reneging and, indeed, 
of having no stomach for a Western landing. At such moments, Church
ill's friendship with the President proved to be invaluable. It was his 
eloquence in the Washington conference of June 1942 that persuaded 
Roosevelt that a delayed Channel crossing was preferable to one that 
failed; it was his persuasion that edged the President toward the accept-

., Lord Ismay, Memoirs (London, 1960), 163. 
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ance of a North African invasion as a feasible and profitable alternative; 
and, at Casablanca, it was his skillful portrayal of the offensive possi

bilities opened by the North African lodgment that won Roosevelt's

support for a landing in Sicily and, by extension, in Italy.4s
· In a real sense, then, Churchill's strategical views were determinant

of Allied operations in 1942 and 1943 and had the consequence of

preventing the implementation of the Overlord plan until the attrition
of German strength and the improvement of the shipping situation made 
it seem feasible to the British Chiefs of Staff. It was not until the Teheran 

conference of November 1943 that this ascendancy came to an end, when, 

with Stalin's strong support, the Americans got a firm date for Overlord 

and for a supporting invasion of southern France (Anvil). Before agreeing 
to this, Churchill and Brooke were given a clear understanding that 
operations in Italy would not be curtailed until the other landings took 
place, since they were the only means of pinning down German divisions 
that might otherwise be employed in Russia or France, and that Roo
sevelt's light-hearted promise to Chiang Kai-shek at the first Cairo con
ference, to launch an amphibious operation against the Andaman Islands 
in the next few months-Operation Buccaneer, to which, as Brooke said, 
the British "had not agreed and of whose merits they were not con
vinced" -was revoked.46 

The diminution of Churchill's strategical influence in the subsequent 
period he bore manfully but with mounting foreboding. However great 
his admiration of the Americans, he was exasperated by their insensi
tivity to the fact that wars create as many problems as they solve and 
that the art of grand strategy is to foresee the outlines of the future and 
be prepared to deal with it. After Stalingrad, when the momentum in the 
east shifted to the Soviet side, he began to apprehend an excessively large 
Soviet pressure in postwar Europe and to consider plans for limiting it 
by border agreements or mutually recognized spheres of influence. Such 
suggestions were, however, vigorously resisted by Secretary of State Cor
dell Hull, who had returned from the Foreign Ministers Conference in 
Moscow in November 1943 convinced that in the future there would 
"no longer be any need for spheres of influence, for alliances, for balance 
of power, or for any other of the special arrangements through which, 
in the unhappy past, the nations strove to safeguard their security or to 
promote their interests."47 

Nor was Hull alone in opposing the intrusion of the concepts of the 
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old diplomacy into the pursuit of the war. American soldiers, who were 
convinced that their preference for the direct rather than the peripheral 
approach to battle problems showed their adherence to Clausewitz's 
doctrines, were all too obviously ill-informed about the German theorist's 
insistence that political considerations can be forgotten in wartime only 
with peril,48 as Eisenhower was to prove in April 1945 in refusing to 
consider an advance on Berlin.49 As for the President himself-to whom 
Churchill, in an appeal not to foreclose strategical options, had wired in 
July 1944, "On a long-term political view, [Stalin] might prefer that the 
British and Americans should do their share in France in this very hard 
fighting that is to come, and that East, Middle and Southern Europe 
should fall naturally into his control"s0-he was no more open to the 
idea that strategy had a political side than his secretary of state or his 
soldiers. In his view, winning the war was the first priority, and politics 
would come later. 

VI 

If Franklin D. Roosevelt had been slow in apprec1atmg Hitler's 
boundless ambitions and if, in consequence, his diplomacy before 1939 
had been at best indifferent,s r his direction of American policy after the 
outbreak of the European war, while hesitant, tentative, and even con
tradictory in its tactics, inevitably so in view of his domestic restraints, 
was masterly in its overall strategy. To the military situation, he re
sponded with vigor and assurance. He had long been interested in naval 
affairs and geography, and his service as assistant secretary of the navy 
from 1913 to 1920 had given him confidence in his ability to make 
decisions about military questions and grand strategyY In July 1939, as 
the certainty of war became apparent, he had issued a Military Order in 
his capacity as commander in chief, moving the Joint Board of the Army 
and Navy, the body that coordinated the strategical plans of the two 
services, and the Army and Navy Munitions Board, which controlled 
procurement programs, and the civilian agency in charge of military 
production into the new Executive Office of the President. This meant 
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that he intended to keep the military power of the United States under 
his own control, for as members of the Joint Board the chiefs of staff 
were now responsible directly to him, and the secretaries of war and the 
navy, Henry L. Stimson and Frank Knox, were largely excluded from 

the area of strategic decision. 
To the British, this was a system of baffling looseness. Sir John Dill 

wrote to Brooke on January 3, 1942 that the American chiefs of_ staff 
never seemed to have regular meetings and, when they did meet, there 
was no secretariat to record their proceedings. Unlike the British, they 
had no joint planners or executive planning staff, and their contacts with 
the President were intermittent and, again, unrecorded. "It seems to me," 
Dill wrote, "that the whole organization belongs to the days of George 
Washington, who was made Commander-in-Chief of all the Forces and 
just did it. Today the President is Commander-in-Chief of all the Forces, 
but it is not so easy just to do it."53 The American system was, in fact, 
more efficient than Dill supposed, but there is no doubt that it was less 
coordinated than its British counterpart. Franklin Roosevelt always pre
ferred to keep his options open, his thoughts shrouded, and the right of 
ultimate decision firmly in his own hands and, although in time he became 
dependent upon General George Catlett Marshall and relied increasingly 
upon his military judgments, this was less true in the period between his 
Military Order of July 1939 and Pearl Harbor, during which, Kent Rob
erts Greenfield has written, "FDR made all his important decisions re
garding the use of American military power either independently of his 
military chiefs, or against their advice, or over their protests."s4 

Even before the outbreak of hostilities in 1939, the President had 
come to the conclusion that, if war came, the United States would be 
forced, in its own interest, to support Great Britain. It was his hope that, 
if it did so vigorously enough, actual military intervention by the country 
might not be necessary. This strategical concept was implemented by 
three decisions. The first was Roosevelt's order in November 1938 for 
the creation of a plant capacity to produce ten thousand combat planes 
a year, later stepped up, in May 1940, to fifty thousand, to the indignation 
of the chiefs, who feared that the rearmament of their services would 
become hopelessly unbalanced. The second was the decision in May-June 
1940 to commit the country to all-out assistance to Great Britain, a step 
revealed to the public for the first time in the President's Charlottesville 
speech on June 6 and later put in force by means of the destroyers-bases 
arrangement and the Lend-Lease legislation. This too the army and navy 
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found dangerous, expecting the imminent collapse of Great Britain and 
preferring a policy of hemispheric defense. The third was the decision in 
the spring and summer of 1941, against Marshall's strong reservations, 
to establish garrisons and convoys in the Atlantic and to extend them as 
far as necessary in order to keep the supply lines to Britain open.ss These 
actions and the stubborn refusal on the part of the British government 
to consider surrender were the crucial factors in disrupting Hitler's grand 
strategical plan and in forcing him along the desperate course that led 
to his destruction. 

After Pearl Harbor, the President's greatest concern was that popular 
passions might force a concentration of the American effort upon the 
war with Japan, thus fatally compromising the strategical assumptions 
of ABC-1 with which he was in full agreement. This explains the course 
that he followed in the debates between the American and the British 
staff planners. Roosevelt was always more skeptical about the possibility 
of a successful invasion of the European continent from the British Isles 
in 1943 than he thought it advisable to make clear to his chiefs of staff, 
and he was, for domestic political reasons, attracted by Churchill's ar
gument about the necessity of engaging the Germans before the end of 
1942 and the feasibility of doing so in North Africa. In July 1942, when 
Marshall, exasperated by what he considered to be British stalling on 
plans for a cross-Channel operation, joined forces with Admiral Ernest 
L. King and suggested shifting the major American effort to the Pacific,
Roosevelt firmly overruled them, saying tartly that this would be like
angry children "picking up their dishes and going home." He ordered
Marshall, along with King and his chief civilian advisor Harry Hopkins,
to go to London and reach some decision that would bring American
ground forces into action against the Germans in 1942, and he gave them
a set of orders that allowed them little freedom of action. "Please re
member three cardinal principles-speed of decisions on plans, unity of
plans, attack combined with defense, but not defense alone. This affects
the immediate objective of U.S. ground forces fighting against Germans
in 1942. I hope for total agreement within one week of your arrival."56 

Since the British chiefs had already voted firmly against a cross-Channel
attempt in 1942, these instructions eventuated in the plan for Operation
Torch, the North African landing of November 1942.

Roosevelt's primary motive had been to ensure domestic support for 
the Allies' grand strategical concept; and this also guided him in two 
other decisions that were likely, like the support of Torch itself, to post-
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pone a r 94 3 cross-Channel invasion. The first, to which the President 
persuaded the �ritis� to agree at the Casa?la�ca Confe�ence, was to
authorize Admiral Kmg to go on the offensive m the Pacific as oppor
tunities presented themselves; and the second, activated in 1943, was to 
follow up the German defeat in Tunisia with an invasion of Sicily and 
Italy. Superb politician thathe was, Roosevelt had a remarkable ability 
to gauge the public mood, and he was aware by 1943 that, although the 
danger'of a groundswell of opinion, orchestrated by the China lobby, in 
favor of an exclusive emphasis upon the Pacific war was no longer as 
great as it had been, it had been replaced by another source of concern. 
There was a growing tendency in the country to regard the war as all 
but won and a growing irritation that it wasn't completely won. 

This new mood was reflected in such things as the threatened strike 
of the Railway Brotherhoods in December 1943, the widespread resent
ment against proposed legislation dealing with civilian manpower, the 
increased pressure for deferment from the armed services, and a tendency 
on the part of the press to give prominence to news items that discredited 
the administration of the services. A major part of George Marshall's 
time was devoted to attempts to check these tendencies by explaining to 
Congress, the press, and business, labor, and private groups the enor
mities of the task ahead and the importance of a truly national effort
an assignment that he performed so ably that, when it came time to 
choose a commander for Overlord, the President felt that he could not 
do without Marshall in Washington and selected Eisenhower, although 
the chief of staff had been considered the obvious choice.57 Concern over 
the public mood also influenced Roosevelt's strategical choices, persuad
ing him to support Churchill's Italian proposals so that there would be 
no slack periods in the European conflict and so that there would be 
demonstrable daily evidence of progress toward final victory. 

It was for the same reason that he was little inclined, in the last two 
years of the war, to share Churchill's worries about the looming Soviet 
threat and the necessity of agreements about spheres of influence in 
southeastern Europe and a firm and united stand against Soviet intentions 
in Poland. He was well aware that such terms as balance of power and 
spheres of influence were viewed with distrust by most Americans, and 
that many of them were uninterested in what went on in other countries 
and unpersuaded that the domestic problems of other peoples were a 
legitimate source of concern to the United States. He feared that any 
intimation of cracks in the Grand Alliance would cause a degree of 
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consternation and indignation at home that would be deleterious to the 
war effort. He was conscious of the fact also that, after Germany was 
defeated, there would still be the task of defeating Japan, in which it 
appeared that the collaboration of the Soviet Union would be necessary. 
Finally, he recognized the strong sentiment in the United States for a new 
international system after the war that would secure the hard-won peace. 
Whether that was to take the form of a Great Power directorate (like the 
curious Four Policemen plan of which he was so enamored)58 or would 
be modeled after the League of Nations, Soviet participation would be 
indispensable. 

In the President's mind, these great goals precluded disputes over 
boundary lines in Europe or the claims of rival Polish governments. He 
was, in his airy way, confident that on matters of high import he would 
be able to handle "Uncle Joe," but he had no intention meanwhile of 
following the cautionary prescriptions of Winston Churchill. Realpolitik 
must not be allowed to interfere with the winning of the war. The Amer
ican people would not tolerate that. 

VII 

These observations began with a quotation from Clausewitz con
cerning the necessity, in a nation's strategy, of subordinating the military 
to the political point of view, and it has become clear, from •the cases 
chosen, that the political leaders who were most successful in doing this 
were Clemenceau, Hitler, Churchill, and Roosevelt. This is such an oddly 
mixed group that it merely illustrates the fragility of general rules. If we 
set Clemenceau aside-for he was more an animateur de la victoire than 
one who put any distinctive stamp upon the strategy of the Entente 
powers-the case of Hitler would seem to prove that the subordination 
of the military point of view to the political can be just as disastrous in 
its results as the opposite state of affairs. The case of Franklin Roosevelt, 
on the other hand, suggests that the legitimate political concerns of the 
most responsible of war leaders can be contradictory and self-defeating, 
domestic political considerations making it inexpedient to attend to po
litical issues that have been created by the war itself and that threaten, 
unless attended to, to render strategy ineffective in the long run. 

Even more ambiguous is the example of Winston Churchill, who 
was both animateur de la dl(iance and a leader with great strategical 
vision, and who succeeded in mastering his own military establishment 
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and making it an efficient collaborator in the pursuit of his objectives.

This was a notable achievement, but an imperfect one. For Churchill

was, after all, forced by circumstances to fight side by side with stronger

allies, and, in the end, their conflicting strategies for victory and peace

defeated his own. 
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